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CHAPTER TWO: OUR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
 
 

lanning for the next twenty-five 
years begins with a review of 

Santa Cruz County’s existing 
transportation system, as well as 
review of the key issues and recent 
developments affecting all modes of 
transportation. 
 
REGIONAL SETTING  
 
CALIFORNIA’S CENTRAL COAST 

 
Nestled on the Central Coast of California 
between the Monterey Peninsula to the 
south and the San Francisco Bay area to the 
north, Santa Cruz County has the second 
smallest land area of the state’s 58 
counties, but the tenth highest population 
density (DOF, 2005). The county’s primary 
transportation network, cities, and towns 
are shown in Figure 3. 
 
Bounded by the Pacific Ocean and Monterey 
Bay on the southwest, San Mateo County to 
the northwest, Santa Clara County to the 
north and east, and Monterey and San 
Benito Counties to the south, our county is 
impacted by the Silicon Valley economy, 
spillover “Silicon Beach” developments, 
tourism - both within and passing through 
the county—and growth in population and 
vehicle ownership. Because the majority of 
the county’s population resides within the 
narrow coastal shelf between the ocean and 
mountains, there are few alternate 
transportation routes to the Highway 1 
corridor that stretches from Watsonville to 
Santa Cruz.  
 
Agriculture plays a large role in the 
economies of Santa Cruz and its 
neighboring counties; its aggregate 
employment rate is higher than the state 
average. In addition, Santa Cruz County is  

 
the home to a growing University of 
California campus, Cabrillo Community 
College, and a concentration of world-class 
marine research facilities. Such economic 
variety could burden any area’s 
transportation system, but its small size and 
limited urban land make it especially difficult 
for Santa Cruz County to accommodate the 
impacts of population and economic growth. 
 
Santa Cruz County encompasses a 
remarkable variety of habitats, from 
redwood-covered mountains, lush valleys 
and fertile farmland to world-renowned 
beaches. While the incorporated areas of 
Santa Cruz County include relatively dense 
urban and suburban areas, significant 
expanses of parkland, agricultural and rural 
areas form adjacent green belts. To help 
protect these open spaces, county voters 
directed the County Board of Supervisors to 
establish an urban limit line in 1979 which 
focuses most new development in existing 
urbanized areas. 
 
Area residents have historically supported 
public acquisition to permanently protect 
key greenbelt areas. The presence in the 
county of several state, regional, and local 
parks and open space preserves, points to 
the strength of this sentiment. 
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In addition, slow-growth 
policies have helped many of 
the communities in Santa 
Cruz County — such as 
Boulder Creek, Ben Lomond 
and Felton in the San Lorenzo 
Valley, Happy Valley, Soquel 
Hills, Aptos, and Corralitos —
retain their predominantly 
rural character. Urban 
development in Santa Cruz 
County lies primarily along 
the bay coastal plains and 
foothills between the City of 
Santa Cruz in the north and 
the City of Watsonville in the 
south. In addition to its 
diverse land types and 
economy, Santa Cruz 
County’s demographic variety 
mirrors the state as a whole. Santa Cruz 
County is home to more than a quarter-
million people, with population expected to 
increase 16 percent between 2000 and 
2035 (See Figure 4). 
 
Within the county, there is substantial 
variation in age and income, as well as in 
travel patterns and employment. According 
to the California Department of Finance, the 
growth rate in the five jurisdictions in Santa 
Cruz County over the last twenty years 
ranges from a high of approximately 70 
percent in Watsonville to less than 1 
percent in Capitola (See Figure 5). 

 
Variations in growth rates between age 
groups are also distinct in Santa Cruz 
County. While the Association of Monterey  
Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) currently 
projects a less than 3 percent increase in 
the population ages 65 and under between 
2010 and 2035, those 65 and older are 
expected to grow by 72 percent through 
2035. Seniors make up about 10 percent of 
the population today and will make up 
about 17 percent of the population by 2035. 
This gradual demographic shift will impact 
both the economy and local transportation 
needs of an aging community.   
 

Population Data for Santa Cruz County 
     
Jurisdiction  1990 2000 2010 % Change 
        (1990-2010) 

CAPITOLA 10,171 10,033 10,198 0.27% 
SANTA CRUZ 49,711 54,593 59,684 20.06% 
SCOTTS VALLEY 8,667 11,385 11,903 37.34% 
WATSONVILLE 31,099 44,246 52,543 68.95% 
UNINCORPORATED 130,086 135,345 137,873 5.99% 
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY TOTAL 229,734 255,602 272,201 18.49% 
     

Figure 5     

SOURCE: Calif. Department of Finance    
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STUCK IN TRAFFIC: WHAT IS THE 
PROBLEM? 
 
Many drivers complain about regularly being 
stuck in traffic. In a September 2007 RTC 
poll of likely Santa Cruz County voters 
“traffic and transportation” tied with 
“affordable housing/low income 
housing/cost of living” as the most 
important problem in the region. Area 
residents pay for traffic congestion in a 
number of ways including wasted time, 
increased air pollution, higher stress levels, 
fewer visitor dollars, and the apparent trend 
toward more aggressive driving habits. As 
we plan our transportation system for the 
next 25 years, addressing the seemingly 
intractable problem of traffic congestion is 
one of our key challenges.  
 
CAUSES OF THE TRAFFIC SNARL  
 
There are three fundamental reasons why 
traffic congestion is a major issue in the 
county, as well as elsewhere in the state 
and nation. First, more people are driving 
more miles than ever before and per person 
vehicle registrations are at an all time high. 

Second, decreases in the amount of 
transportation funding available for local 
projects has meant that our investment in 
transportation facilities and services has not 
kept pace with growing demands for road 
space and transportation alternatives. Third, 
there has been a lack of consensus on how 
to invest in our transportation system. To 
effectively improve mobility for all Santa 
Cruz County residents, it is useful to 
understand each of these factors. 
 
1. DRIVERS DRIVING MORE MILES 

Daily commuters often complain that there 
are many more cars crowding the roads and 
they are right. Average annual daily traffic 
volumes have increased on our state 
highways and major arterial roadways since 
1990, though recent estimates show a short 
term downward trend in VMT possibly due 
to the global economic downturn and 
resulting high unemployment rates. Driving 
and population statistics also support the 
notion that traffic has increased since 1990, 
as shown in Figure 6. More cars and longer 
commutes, combined with more frequent 
auto trips are the most significant factors in 
increasing congestion. For roads already 

near capacity, this increase 
in traffic can easily cause 
the “rush-hour” congestion 
we see today and expand 
the length of peak travel 
periods.  
 
Projections through the 
year 2035, as shown in 
Figure 7 indicate that 
annual Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (VMT) will 
increase.  
 
These VMT projections are 
made using AMBAG’s 
Regional Travel Demand 
Model (RTDM) (See 
Appendix H). The current 
RTDM is developed and 
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County-to-County Commute Patterns 
  Destination 

2005 Santa Cruz Monterey San Benito Santa Clara 
Santa Cruz 143,896 14,475 355 19,742 
Monterey 13,720 239,687 2,006 14,327 
San Benito 1,217 5,609 14,432 15,538 O

rig
in

 

Santa Clara 5,641 6,150 2,241 933,881 
      

  Destination 
2035 Santa Cruz Monterey San Benito Santa Clara 

Santa Cruz 162,808 9,358 298 22,646 
Monterey 20,178 285,442 2,828 22,973 
San Benito 2,328 6,666 16,943 24,870 O

rig
in

 

Santa Clara 4,941 4,522 1,553 1,210,726 

Figure 8 
SOURCE: AMBAG 

calibrated for 2005 and 
forecasted for 2035. The VMT 
for 2010 and 2020 are 
extrapolated from the 2005 
and 2035 VMT data based on 
related data trends. VMT 
estimates may change, for 
instance, if employment and 
population forecast or 
roadway and transit network 
data is updated. In addition, 
new information that may 
allow for further calibration 
could change current 
estimates.  
 
Longer Commutes 
 
While the majority of travel in 
Santa Cruz County stays 
within the county boundaries, 
about 20 percent of Santa 
Cruz County commuters travel to San 
Francisco Bay Area counties and about 5 
percent to Monterey County. Figure 8 
shows 2005 and projected 2035 commute 
patterns between Santa Cruz, Monterey, 
San Benito, and Santa Clara Counties. Many 
people reside in Santa Cruz County and 
endure the commute in order to live in a 
coastal environment, while taking 
advantage of higher-paying jobs ”over the 
hill”.  

Commute distances within the county can 
also be lengthy. Many residents living in the 
southern half and more remote corners of 
the county travel to job centers located in 
the northern portions of the county near 
urban developments, such as downtown 
Santa Cruz. Over 41 percent of Santa Cruz 
County commuters reported that they spent 
more than 15 minutes commuting one way 
with a greater portion of these individuals 
commuting from homes in the south 

county. (Santa Cruz 
County Community 
Assessment Report 2009, 
Telephone Survey.) 
 
Combined, these 
conditions result in longer 
in-county commutes and 
commutes to neighboring 
counties. The end result: 
more traffic and 
overflowing express buses 
on both Highway 1 and 
Highway 17 corridors. 
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Land‐use Patterns that Encourage Driving  
 
When Santa Cruz County residents speak 
out about traffic congestion, they often 
overestimate the “over-the-hill” commuter 
and truck traffic. “Over-the-hill” commuter 
traffic is substantial, but does not account  
for the majority of trips on local 
transportation corridors. In-county work 
commutes, school trips and local, non-work 
trips and local commercial traffic cause 
most local congestion.  
 
Single-use development patterns, which are 
limited to housing or commercial venues 
only, have evolved to primarily serve 
vehicles. In many cases, the design of 
single-use developments and the need to 
travel extended distances to reach desired 
goods and services contributes to people’s 
perception that driving is the only safe and 
convenient transportation mode, even for 
short trips, thereby exacerbating the 
county’s traffic problem. Examples of single-
use development patterns are large 
shopping centers such as those along 41st 
Avenue in Capitola, industrial parks such as 
Harvey West in Santa Cruz and single-family 
housing tracts isolated from retail, business 
and frequent transit, such as those found 
throughout the county. These patterns were 
the norm for many years, increasing our 
dependency on automobile use. 
 
There is growing recognition of the 
relationship between land-use and 
transportation choices. Today, integrated 
developments that link housing and retail 
with a range of transportation options -- 
called “Smart Growth” or “Livable 
Communities” -- are becoming more 
accepted. Increasing the diversity of land 
uses within an area can improve the cost-
effectiveness of providing transit service, 
make transit service available to a greater 
number of individuals, and increase the 
opportunities for walking and bicycling to 
reach needed services. 

 
The California Regional Blueprint Planning 
Program and SB375 focus on, among other 
things, developing more efficient and 
effective transportation and land use 
patterns. Broadening public choice among 
travel modes and among housing types is a 
key component of Blueprint efforts 
statewide. Santa Cruz, Monterey and San 
Benito Counties are currently participating 
in the region’s first Blueprint planning effort 
being led by the Association of the 
Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG). 
One of the goals of this regional Blueprint 
effort is to better understand the land use 
circumstances that would influence travel 
behavior change. Findings from Blueprint 
planning efforts for the region will be a key 
component in the next update of the RTP. 
 
The 2010 RTP includes Goals and Policies 
that support greater integration of land-use 
and transportation planning. Land-use itself, 
however, is the direct responsibility of local 
jurisdictions, which comprise the majority of 
the RTC’s membership. To achieve the 
transportation goals outlined in this plan, it 
will be increasingly important that local 
land-use decisions are consistent with 
regional transportation objectives.  
 
2. INSUFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION 

FUNDS FOR LOCAL PROJECTS 

 
Revenues for transportation have not kept 
pace with the multimodal needs of travelers 
in Santa Cruz County. State funding is 
regularly unreliable and the combination of 
state, federal and local revenues designated 
for transportation no longer pay for local 
transportation projects at the same levels 
they have in the past. While the RTC works 
to ensure our region is in position to 
compete for scarce transportation dollars, 
state and federal funding programs are 
oftentimes highly competitive and generally 
favor large urban areas.  
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Chronic state budget deficits, reduced local 
revenues from sales and property taxes, 
and delays in reauthorization of the federal 
transportation act have all significantly 
reduced the amount of funding available for 
transportation projects. A major challenge is 
that transportation has historically been 
funded by revenues generated at the gas 
pump. While vehicle fuel efficiency has 
improved and people are spending less on 
fuel, vehicle miles traveled continue to rise. 
Additionally, gas tax revenues have not kept 
pace with inflation. New mechanisms for 
funding transportation projects need to be 
implemented. One proposal under 
consideration at the state and federal levels 
is odometer-based taxes or fees.  
 
The result of insufficient revenues is that 
Caltrans and local entities struggle to keep 
up with ongoing maintenance of the 
existing aging system, let alone address 
growing needs. The devaluation of 
traditional revenue sources is compounded 
as the cost of implementing transportation 
projects is subject to fluctuations in the 
prices of oil, steel and cement. Additionally, 
because most new projects must be shoe-
horned into already built-up urban areas, 
adding new highway lanes, widening city 
streets to add car or bicycle lanes and 
sidewalks, starting new rail passenger 
service or building new bus facilities is not a 
simple nor inexpensive proposition. With 
limited funds available, project sponsors 
oftentimes are left with few options but to 
significantly scale back plans or to initiate 
environmental review and design work 
before construction funding is secured. 
Project delays, environmental concerns, 
neighborhood opposition, and right-of-way 
needs can increase costs and in some cases 
may even cause a funded project to be 
withdrawn.  
 
In the end, while adequate transportation 
funding is important, it may or may not be 
the deciding factor in a decision to move 

forward with a particular project.   
 
3. LACK OF CONSENSUS ON 

TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS  

 
Though transportation issues continue to be 
one of the community’s biggest concerns, 
public opinion polls, written comments, and 
testimony at public hearings show that 
consensus about transportation solutions in 
Santa Cruz County is difficult to achieve. 
Transportation solutions debated by the 
public include adding highway and road 
capacity to meet demand, adding high 
occupancy vehicle lanes to encourage more 
carpooling, vanpooling and express bus 
service, providing competitive alternatives 
to the automobile such as improved bus 
service and new rail transit, creating safe 
bicycle and pedestrian access, and investing 
in new technologies.   
 
Most of the community agrees, however, 
that there is merit to maintaining our 
existing transportation network and 
providing a range of transportation choices. 
The community tends to support projects 
that increase safety, enhance public transit 
options, decrease congestion and vehicle 
miles traveled, and improve transportation 
for non-drivers in our community, which 
oftentimes includes children, seniors, people 
with physical or mental disabilities, and low 
income individuals. 
 
Given the reality of limited funds and the 
delicate balance between benefits and 
impacts of major and minor projects, strong 
disagreements about priorities have 
continued to divide the community. At 
times, public opinion is stronger in 
opposition of transportation options than for 
them, causing a community paralysis that 
can inhibit compromise.  This lack of 
agreement can make it difficult for decision 
makers to move forward with projects 
acceptable to their diverse constituencies. 
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On two occasions the RTC has attempted to 
find common ground and fund a range of 
local transportation options. In 2004, the 
RTC developed a comprehensive 
expenditure plan proposed to be funded by 
a county-wide half-cent transportation 
improvement sales tax measure. The 
measure included funds for the Highway 
1/HOV Lane Project, bicycle/pedestrian 
bridges over the highway, improved express 
bus service, a coastal bicycle/pedestrian 
trail, specialized transportation for seniors 
and people with disabilities, Highway 17 
safety programs, local street and road 
repairs, and development of the 
Watsonville/Pajaro Train station. However, 
voters rejected the measure.  
 
Starting in late 2005 
and over the course of 
two years, the RTC 
convened a 77 
member 
Transportation 
Funding Task Force 
comprised of business, 
environmental, 
neighborhood, health, 
public safety, and 
community leaders to 
engage in a discussion about transportation 
needs and funding, and ultimately, develop 
a local transportation funding plan. 
Workshops were held throughout the 
county, a participation guide was 
developed, workbooks were available 
online, and a poll was administered to solicit 
input from the broadest base of the 
community.  
 
The 2007 poll showed that the projects to 
be funded with a half-cent sales tax with 
the highest level of support and lowest level 
of opposition were (in order of mean score): 
road maintenance, a train station at the 
Watsonville/Pajaro junction to provide 
connections to the Bay Area and the rest of 
California, transportation for seniors and 

people with disabilities, and continuing 
freight rail service to keep trucks off the 
roads and highways. 
 
Taking into consideration input from 
hundreds of residents, a Mobility Plan -- 
including High Occupancy Vehicle lanes on 
Highway 1, an improved carpool/vanpool 
program, development of the 
Watsonville/Pajaro Train Station, track 
improvements on the rail corridor for 
continued freight service, maintained/ 
expanded bus transit, specialized 
transportation for seniors and people with 
disabilities, local street maintenance/repair, 
school traffic safety, bicycle/pedestrian 
projects, local enforcement, neighborhood 

safety and an assessment 
of Personal Rapid Transit 
-- was endorsed by 72% 
of the Task Force in 
November 2007. 
However, given the weak 
economy and a vocal 
minority, the RTC decided 
not to pursue a sales tax 
measure in 2008. 
 
While plans for a new tax 
measure were temporarily 

put on hold, this RTP assumes that voters 
will approve a new sales tax in the near 
future, especially since transportation 
funding from state and federal sources is 
insufficient to not only plan for the future, 
but also to maintain the existing 
transportation network. The RTC and its 
partners have no choice but to work on a 
solution for these on-going funding and 
consensus building challenges. As 
evidenced by the 84 percent of the 
population of California that lives in areas 
which have adopted local funding measures 
to address their transportation needs, it can 
be done. 
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TOWARD A SOLUTION: IMPROVING 
MOBILITY AND ACCESS 
 
Due to its convenience, seemingly low cost, 
and the perception that viable alternatives 
are lacking, driving alone will likely continue 
to be the transportation mode of choice for 
most people. What, then, are our options 
for improving transportation in the future? 
Can we change the situation significantly? 
Can we eliminate traffic congestion 
altogether? 
 
The answers to these last two questions are 
yes and no. Yes, we can make a real 
difference in offering attractive 
transportation choices for residents and 
visitors, so they do not feel that their only 
option is driving. And no, we almost 
certainly cannot eliminate traffic congestion 
as long as current driving trends continue. 
There is not enough land to build the roads 
needed to keep traffic flowing at current, let 
alone projected, driving levels. Additionally, 
the cost of building our way out of the 
congestion is restrictive.   
  
So, if we can’t build enough new roads to 
keep traffic flowing, what is the solution to 
getting people where they want to go with 
less aggravation and more efficiency? 
Transportation and land use planners 
suggest that the best way to address traffic 
problems is to focus on improving both 
mobility and access. This two-pronged 
approach is centered on better ways to 
move people and goods instead of cars, and 
configuring communities in ways that 
reduce trip length and/or eliminate the need 
for travel altogether. Both approaches will 
be necessary to address the area’s 
transportation future and require integrating 
the planning of land-use, transportation 
facilities, and transportation modes together 
in a coordinated fashion.  
 
As shown in the 2010 RTP, the RTC 
supports improving mobility for people in all 

modes of travel: car, transit, carpool, 
vanpool, and for shorter trips, bicycle or 
foot. This multi-modal approach aims to 
address the needs of different types of 
travelers, based not only on their travel 
mode or modes of choice, but also by 
making sure that people have access to a 
range of practical transportation options. 
Technological developments can also play a 
role in reducing the need to travel through 
telecommunications, video conferencing and 
e-commerce, and through providing real-
time information to travelers such as 
changeable message signs and automated 
traffic information. In addition to reduction 
of traffic congestion, some of the key 
benefits of a balanced transportation 
approach include greater access to a range 
of transportation choices, healthier citizens, 
safer roads, improved air quality, more 
efficient land use patterns and smarter 
transportation investments. 

FUTURE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS  

 
The Association of Monterey Bay Area 
Governments, in running the regional 
transportation model for this 2010 RTP 
update, has provided regional traffic 
comparisons between conditions in 2005 
and those expected in 2035.  The model 
relies on land-use and socio-economic data 
from the AMBAG forecast and road and 
transit network information to estimate 
traffic volumes and determine trip 
generation rates by mode. Where possible, 
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the model is calibrated using existing 
roadway data.  The results of that analysis 
confirm that without drastic changes in 
travel and growth patterns, traffic 
congestion will not go away. These 
projections also support the wisdom that a 
multi-modal transportation strategy that 
invests funds in a range of projects is 
needed to increase mobility and access. A 
summary of the results from the 2035 
traffic model is shown in Figure 9 and 
Appendix H.  

As a high-profile issue, traffic congestion 
tends to focus travelers’ attention on the 
movement of cars rather than people. It is 
important to note that the primary use of 
the transportation network is to move 
freight, services and people — commuters, 
truckers, students, business travelers, 
visitors, residents, parents, children, low-
income individuals, the elderly and disabled 
— to their destinations. In order to provide 
a transportation system that addresses 
congestion while meeting the needs of 
everyone in the community, a variety of 
strategies must be implemented.  
 
 

INCREASING HIGHWAY AND 

TRANSIT CAPACITY 

 
In addition to maintaining the existing 
transportation network, the 2010 RTP 
includes operational enhancements—
merging or turn lanes, intersection 
improvements, new signals, guardrails and 
transit turnouts— and additional lanes on a 
few key roadways. The most notable of the 
new or planned projects in the 2010 RTP 
are improvements on Highway 1 in the form 
of auxiliary lanes between Morrissey 
Boulevard and Soquel Avenue, High 
Occupancy Vehicle Lanes on Highway 1 
between Morrissey Boulevard and Larkin 
Valley/San Andreas Road, the widening of 
the San Lorenzo River Bridge on Highway 1, 
and intersection modifications on Highway 1 
at Highway 9 in Santa Cruz and on Highway 
1 at Harkins Slough Road in Watsonville. A 
few of these highway projects have already 
been “programmed” to receive funds and 
more are expected to be funded over time. 
 
Planned transit projects include maintaining 
local and express bus service, expanding 
service within the High Occupancy Vehicle 
corridor on Highway 1, replacing buses, 
improving bus stops, finishing construction 
of a consolidated bus facility (MetroBase) 
and using technology to enhance access to 
route and travel information.  
 
SAFER ROADS FOR ALL 

 
Another aspect of the multi-modal 
transportation system supported by the 
2010 RTP relates to road safety. In addition 
to Caltrans’ State Highway Operation and 
Protection Program (SHOPP) aimed at 
reducing collisions on state highways, the 
2010 RTP includes funding for projects 
focused on improving safety for bicyclists 
and pedestrians. Sidewalks and bike lanes 
or paths provide safer travel for bicyclists 
and pedestrians. Traffic-calming projects 
such as narrower streets and wider 
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sidewalks serve to reduce vehicle speeds 
and discourage cut-through traffic in 
neighborhoods making residential areas 
safer and more bicycle and pedestrian 
friendly. Adding traffic signals and turn 
pockets on local streets, and utilizing new 
striping treatments such as Shared Lane 
Pavement Markings, can also create safer 
conditions for bicyclists, pedestrians and 
drivers alike. Additionally, modest 
investments in bicycle parking facilities at 
commercial centers, libraries, post offices, 
school and college campuses and, 
employment sites can go a long way toward 
encouraging bicycle use. These types of 
investments in “active transportation” also 
help to address growing concerns about air 
quality, greenhouse gas emissions, 
childhood obesity and diabetes, and 
fluctuating gas prices. 
 
Building a balanced transportation system 
which supports transit and non-motorized 
alternatives to driving can help 
improve the health of the local 
population and the environment. 
Reducing automobile use and traffic 
congestion, and increasing the 
availability of electric and low-
emission vehicles improve air quality. 
In addition, providing alternatives to 
driving alone reduces the total 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and 
increases efficiency and capacity on 
the existing system, thereby 
reducing emissions.  
 
EQUITABLE TRANSPORTATION 

OPTIONS 

 
Nearly one-third of Santa Cruz 
County residents—notably children, 
the elderly and disabled, and low-
income individuals and families who 
cannot afford a car—do not drive a 
personal vehicle and are not the 
main beneficiaries of congestion 
reduction projects. For these people, 

access to convenient transit service and 
safe routes to walk or ride a bike are a life 
line.  
 
According to California Department of 
Finance (DOF) estimates, of the total 
population in the Monterey Bay region 
almost 12 percent has one or more 
disabilities, nearly 10 percent is seniors 
(defined as persons over the age of 65 
years), and 11 percent is considered low-
income.  
 
These needs are not included in discussions 
about congestion, yet balancing the needs 
of these non-drivers is a crucial part of the 
2010 RTP. This is particularly important 
considering that the number of aging “Baby 
Boomers,” age 70 or greater, residing in the 
county is expected to grow significantly 
(Figure 10). Younger non-drivers also 
influence the demand for transportation 
services and facilities. In some areas of 
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California 20-30% of morning peak hour 
traffic congestion on local roads is 
attributed to schools. According to the 
Surface Transportation Policy Project’s 
Beyond Gridlock report (2000), unless we 
provide more alternative transportation 
facilities and services, “the next generations 
of California parents may well see their time 
spent behind the wheel continue to rise as 
they play chauffeur to both their kids and 
their own parents.”  
 
SMARTER LAND USE MEANS LESS 

LOSS OF OPEN SPACE AND LESS 

TRAFFIC 

 
Downtown Santa Cruz and Capitola Village 
are the clearest local examples of mixed-
use development. These areas of compact 
development feature short, walkable 
distances between residential and retail 
areas; two- to four-story infill housing 
located close to existing shops and bus 
routes; and mixed-use office and residential 
space. Residents of the two downtowns can 
shop, dine at a variety of restaurants and 
go to work without getting in a car, as 
evidenced by the high number of 
pedestrians in both of these areas. Several 
other areas within Santa Cruz County, 
including downtown Watsonville and the 
most northern part of the City of Santa 
Cruz’s industrial area are supporting 
development that provides a mix of 
residential and retail areas within walkable 
and bike-friendly distances. 
 
Though not for everyone, growing numbers 
of people are attracted to mixed-use 
projects, especially when they are 
pedestrian-friendly and are near transit 
facilities. This trend is expected to continue 
as the percentage of older Americans 
increase and seek housing in locations that 
provide greater transit and pedestrian 
access to goods and services. As 
transportation projects are increasingly 
integrated with development projects, the 

resulting communities served by multi- 
modal transportation options can help 
reduce traffic congestion. 
 
TODAY AND TOMORROW’S 
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK 
 
The current Santa Cruz County 
transportation network includes facilities for 
private automobiles, bus transit, bicycles, 
pedestrians, specialized transportation for 
seniors and people with physical or mental 
disabilities, transport of goods and services, 
and business and recreational use of 
airports, waterways and trails. There are 
1,137 total miles of roadway in the county, 
with arterial roads comprising 15 percent of 
the roadway miles and carrying over 70 
percent of the county’s VMT. 
 
Metro buses serve 479 miles of road 
throughout the county and cover the 
majority of arterial and collector routes. 
There are over 200 miles of designated 
bicycle lanes and pathways which generally 
follow primary transportation corridors. 
Sidewalks and pedestrian infrastructure are 
considered in all new project designs and 
are included in the majority of 2010 RTP 
construction projects for which there 
appears to be funding available. 
 
THE STATE HIGHWAY NETWORK 

 
There are six state highways in Santa Cruz 
County. Highway 1 runs through the entire 
county, has the highest average daily traffic 
and connects the region with other coastal 
areas to the north and south. Highway 17 
traverses the Santa Cruz Mountains, 
connecting the county with the San 
Jose/San Francisco Bay Area. Highway 9 is 
a mountainous road connecting Santa Cruz 
to towns in the San Lorenzo Valley as well 
as providing another route over the Santa 
Cruz Mountains to Los Gatos and Saratoga 
in Santa Clara County. Highway 236 
connects Boulder Creek to Big Basin 
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Redwoods State Park, and 
Highways 152 and 129 
traverse Watsonville to 
connect south Santa Cruz 
County with neighboring 
counties to the east. While the 
number of cars and trucks has 
gone down with the downturn 
in the economy, these 
highways have historically 
seen steady growth in usage 
(See Figure 11). 
 

Highway 1 Corridor is Key 
 
Highway 1 is the primary intra-
county travel route in the 
region. At the northern limits 
of the region with San Mateo 
County, Highway 1 is a two 
lane scenic highway. The 
Coastal Act specifically requires that the 
character of rural sections of Highway 1 
segments in the coastal zone remain scenic 
two-lane roads. From the City of Santa Cruz 
to the southern limits of the county, 
Highway 1 is the primary transportation 
corridor along the coastal shelf between the 
ocean and the mountains. The Highway 1 
freeway is frequently congested with peak 
travel periods stretched longer into the 
morning and evening hours as commuters 
and students adjust their schedules to avoid 
traffic. Several projects that address 
congestion and improve safety on this state 
route are currently under development. 
Slow-moving traffic regularly stretches from 
Santa Cruz to Aptos and further south 
during peak periods in both northbound and 
southbound directions. On the most 
congested segment of Highway 1, between 
Morrissey Boulevard and Soquel Drive, daily 
traffic during peak months increase 15 
percent between 1990 and 2007, from 
99,000 to 113,000 (Caltrans Traffic Data 
Branch – Traffic Counts).  Higher traffic 
volumes on Highway 1 have translated into 
longer travel times on both Highway 1 and 

parallel arterial routes (i.e. Soquel Drive and 
Capitola Road). It is no surprise that 
Highway 1 has been the focal point for 
much of the discussion and frustration 
about traffic congestion in the county.  
Caltrans is in the process of developing a 
Corridor System Management Plan (CSMP) 
for the State Route 1 corridor from the 
junction of State Route 68 in Monterey 
County to King Street/Mission Street in  
Santa Cruz.  
 
A CSMP is a planning tool that maximizes 
efficient and effective mobility in a corridor. 
It is partnership based and integrates 
management of various travel modes and 
infrastructure. In addition, it establishes a 
process to manage a set of transportation 
components as a system rather than as 
independent units. The production of a 
CSMP is associated with Proposition 1B 
funding, otherwise known as the Highway 
Safety, Traffic Reduction, Air Quality, and 
Port Security Bond Act of 2006. The plan is 
scheduled for public review in 2010. 
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Improvements to Highway 1 
 
Over the past two decades operational 
improvements have been made to improve 
access and traffic flow along the freeway 
segment of Highway 1. The Highway 1/ 
Soquel Drive interchange was rebuilt in the 
1980s. In the early 1990s, a new auxiliary 
lane between the 41st Avenue interchange 
and the Bay Avenue/Porter Street 
interchange was built and the interchanges 
were improved. Additionally, call boxes and 
changeable message signs were installed, 
and the Freeway Service Patrol (FSP) 
service was initiated. Other major 
improvements are described below. 
 
Highway 1 / Mission Street  
 
Improvements to Highway 1 have been a 
high priority for the RTC and the community 
for decades. In the 1980’s, the RTC secured 
funding to address congestion on the 
Mission Street portion of Highway 1 in the 
City of Santa Cruz. In 2002, after extensive 
public outreach, Caltrans constructed the 
project that included widening Highway 
1/Mission Street to two lanes in each 
direction and adding several left turn lanes, 
thereby improving traffic flow. Caltrans 
worked closely with the City of Santa Cruz 
to address community needs and concerns 

about the project. The City of Santa Cruz 
subsequently relocated utilities 
underground, installed pedestrian-scale 
lighting, and planted trees. New pedestrian 
crossings and other enhancements were 
also completed on this segment of the 
Highway.  
 
Plans for reducing congestion through the 
Highway 1 and Highway 9 intersection, just 
south of the Mission Street segment, are 
currently under development by the City of 
Santa Cruz. 
 
Highway 1/17 Interchange‐the Merge 

Lanes Project 
 
In 1987, Caltrans and the RTC initiated the 
first step to improve traffic flow along 
Highway 1 with a request to the California 
Transportation Commission for a special 
study on the Highway 1 and 17 
interchange, locally known as the 
“Fishhook”. In 1990, $30 million in state 
funding was programmed to construct the 
project. However, in the ensuing years 
virtually all statewide transportation funding 
was redirected to retrofit all state highway 
bridge structures. In the meanwhile, 
Caltrans’ preliminary project design proposal 
for the Highway 1/17 Interchange – a 3-
level “flyover” –was rejected by the 
community and alternate lower profile 
designs exceeded available funds.  
 
In the mid 1990s, a number of public 
meetings were held to better understand 
community concerns about safety and travel 
time benefits as well as environmental 
impacts, noise and visual effects that would 
result from modifications to the Highway 
1/17 interchange. In an attempt to provide 
low cost safety relief in the interim, Caltrans 
re-striped the fishhook segment of the 
freeway down to one lane; however this did 
not relieve safety concerns and was 
switched back to the original striping. 
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A project design that could be constructed 
with available funds and was acceptable to 
the community was approved in 1998 
including new merge lanes in the 
southbound direction of Highway 1 from the 
Highway 17 interchange to a half-mile south 
of Morrissey Boulevard, and on northbound 
Highway 1 from Morrissey Boulevard to the 
interchange. Construction of this project 
began in 2006 and was completed in 
November 2008. Auxiliary lanes in each 
direction provide longer and safer merging 
areas, installation of sound walls improves 
the quality of life for adjacent 
neighborhoods, and the reconstructed 
bridges provide improvements to the 
adjacent riparian corridors.  The hairpin or 
fishhook portion of the interchange remains 
unchanged.  
 
Funding for the final phase of the Highway 
1/17 project, landscaping, was approved by 
the California Transportation Commission 
(CTC) in October 2009. This project is being 
constructed in 2010 and includes planting 
native trees and shrubs, vines to cover the 
soundwalls and installation of an irrigation 
system to help establish the plants.   
 

 
 
Highway 1 Soquel/ Morrissey 
Auxiliary Lanes 
 
In 2005, the RTC secured federal funds to 
begin preliminary design and environmental 
documentation for the addition of auxiliary 

lanes on Highway 1, in both the northbound 
and southbound directions, between Soquel 
Avenue and Morrissey Boulevard. An 
auxiliary lane extends a freeway on ramp to 
the next freeway off-ramp, allowing greater 
area for vehicles to weave and merge into 
mainline traffic. This project is expected to 
reduce aggregate vehicle delay on the 
corridor by an estimated 796 hours per day 
in the year 2030 and has a benefit/cost 
ratio of 2.4 to 1 (Corridor Mobility 
Improvement Account- Project Fact Sheet, 
March 2007).  
 
The California Transportation Commission 
subsequently awarded funds to the project 
from Proposition 1B bonds (approved by 
state voters in 2006). Construction is 
scheduled to start in 2011. This project is 
intended to complement the operational 
improvement provided by the Highway 1/17 
Merge Lanes project through the busiest 
section of Highway 1 in Santa Cruz County.  
 
Highway 1 High Occupancy Vehicle 

(HOV) Lanes Project  
 
The need to reduce congestion on the 
Highway 1 corridor was recognized in the 
1986 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 
where expanding the carrying capacity of 
the Highway 1 freeway was identified as a 
high priority project. The 1986 RTP stated 
that serious consideration should be given 
to designating any additional lanes on 
Highway 1 as High Occupancy Vehicle 
(HOV) lanes. In 1988, the RTC’s HOV Lanes 
Feasibility Study concluded that HOV lanes 
on Highway 1 were both feasible and 
desirable. The RTC subsequently sought 
state funding to add HOV lanes to Highway 
1, however these efforts were unsuccessful 
and financing the project remained an 
unresolved problem. 
 
In the mid-1990s, the RTC embarked on a 
Major Transportation Investment Study 
(MTIS) analyzing a broad range of 
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transportation alternatives to improve travel 
in the Watsonville-Santa Cruz-UCSC 
corridor. At the conclusion of this study, the 
RTC decided to pursue HOV lanes for 
Highway 1.  
 
In 2000 studies were initiated to examine 
options for Highway 1, including toll lanes. 
Caltrans conceptual planning studies, 
entitled Project Study Reports (PSR), 
separately examined operational 
improvements and capacity improvements 
to the corridor to address traffic congestion. 
The Operational PSR examined the 
construction of auxiliary lanes with ramp 
meters and other transportation system 
management facilities along the corridor 
from Morrissey Boulevard to State Park 
Drive. The other PSR examined added 
additional lanes to the freeway, both mixed 
flow lanes (lanes open to single-occupant 
vehicles at all times of day) and HOV lanes, 
including the findings of the HOT Lane 
Feasibility Study.  
 
The Highway 1 High Occupancy Vehicle/Toll 
(or HOT) Lanes Feasibility Study concluded 
that, due to the high projected use of high 
occupancy vehicles in a new high 
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane, there 
would be a relatively small amount of 
capacity for toll vehicle use.  As such, 
the design and additional cost for 
construction and enforcement of HOT 
lanes was not worth pursuing at that 
point in time.  If HOV lanes were 
added to Highway 1 and usage of lanes 
fell below projected levels, the RTC 
could consider revisiting the HOT lane 
concept. 
 
One of the significant findings of the 
traffic analysis was that current and 
projected growth in the south county 
would generate severe peak period 
congestion south of the State Park 
Drive, the previous southern terminus 
of the proposed Highway 1 

improvements.  Accordingly, the RTC 
redefined the southerly limit of the Highway 
1 corridor project to San Andreas/Larkin 
Valley Road. 
 
Upon review of these studies the RTC 
approved use of state and federal funds to 
initiate preliminary design and 
environmental review, referred to as the 
Project Approval/ Environmental Document 
(PA/ED) phase, for the Highway 1 HOV 
Lanes project. In June 2003, the PA/ED 
phase was initiated under RTC 
management, with oversight provided by 
Caltrans. As required by environmental 
laws, the RTC worked with the community 
to define the purpose and need of the 
project as “reducing congestion, 
encouraging carpooling and use of 
alternative transportation modes as means 
to increase capacity, and improve safety.” 
The PA/ED phase of the Highway 1 HOV 
Lanes project is intended to satisfy state 
and federal environmental requirements 
and involves extensive public participation. 
The Draft Environmental Document is 
scheduled for circulation in 2011.  
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The un-escalated cost estimate for the 
Highway 1 HOV Lane project including 
auxiliary lanes, ramp meters, three new 
bicycle/pedestrian overcrossings, and 
transportation system management facilities 
is nearly $500 million in current year 
dollars. Santa Cruz County’s formula shares 
of state and federal revenues are 
insufficient to fund this project, which would 
be one of the largest public works projects 
in Santa Cruz County’s history. It will be 
necessary to establish a local revenue 
source to construct this project.  
 
Highway 17 Projects 
Emphasize Safety  
 
Other important highway 
projects in Santa Cruz 
County include several 
projects and programs on 
Highway 17. Due to the 
demanding nature of 
Highway 17 travel, 
especially during rainy 
weather, safety is an on-
going concern. The RTC and Caltrans have 
emphasized improving the safety of 
Highway 17 in planning and funding 
programs. 
 
The RTC, in partnership with the 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, is 
a key sponsor of the Safe on 17 Program. 
The Safe on 17 Program was initiated by 
the California Highway Patrol (CHP) in 1999 
and includes a combination of engineering 
improvements, enhanced CHP enforcement 
tactics, and deployment of traffic operation 
systems. 
 
In 2001 a Highway 17 Improvement Study 
was completed. The study -- a collaborative 
effort sponsored by the RTC, the California 
Highway Patrol (CHP), the Santa Clara 
Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), 
Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District 
(Metro), the Monterey Bay Unified Air 

Pollution Control District, Caltrans, and 
overseen by the Safe on 17 Task Force -- 
identified transit, safety, and operational 
improvements for Highway 17. Several of 
the projects and programs identified in the 
study have already been implemented 
and/or are included within the project lists 
of this RTP.  
 
Driving in excess of the posted speed limit 
has been shown to be the major cause of 
collisions, and consequent delays on 
Highway 17. Since 2002, the RTC has been 
able to secure funding to provide $50,000 

per year for extra 
CHP enforcement on 
the Santa Cruz 
County side of 
Highway 17.  The 
Metropolitan 
Transportation 
Commission provides 
$50,000 for extra 
CHP enforcement on 
the Santa Clara 
County side of 

Highway 17. During extra CHP enforcement 
hours, the CHP targets primary collision-
causing behavior including speeding, 
tailgating, and unsafe lane changes. In 
2009, the Safe on 17 Program celebrated its 
10th Anniversary and an average collision 
reduction rate of 38 percent over the ten-
year period.  
 
The RTC also funds a free tow truck service 
called the Freeway Service Patrol that 
monitors Highway 17 during peak travel 
periods and assists CHP in clearing stalled 
vehicles and collisions quickly.  
 
In addition to these patrol programs, 
Caltrans has identified and begun 
constructing a number of safety and 
operational projects—such as wider 
shoulders, curve realignments, drainage 
projects, and guardrail replacements—for 
the Highway 17 corridor. The Glenwood 
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Curve and Laurel Improvement Projects are 
examples of safety projects that Caltrans 
has constructed on Highway 17. 
 
In the late 90s, Caltrans and the RTC also 
explored the feasibility of adding a 1.1 mile 
truck-climbing lane on northbound Highway 
17 near the summit. A thorough analysis 
revealed that construction of the lane would 
not achieve established safety and mobility 
objectives, and that the potential benefits of 
the identified alternatives were not justified 
by the project’s high cost and potentially 
significant environmental impacts.  
 
The Safe on 17 Task Force -- which is made 
up of representatives from the CHP, local 
police and fire departments, Caltrans, 
legislators, local elected officials, cities 
along Highway 17, the RTC, the 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 
and business groups -- continues to meet 
bi-annually to review all of the projects 
being implemented or planned for Highway 
17. 

 
Highways 9, 129 and 152 – Main Streets 
and Lifelines 
 
Three state highways in Santa Cruz County, 
though not as heavily traveled as Highway 9 
connects Santa Cruz, San Lorenzo Valley 
communities of Felton, Ben Lomond, and 
Boulder Creek, and Saratoga  
Highways 1 and 17, serve as lifelines and 
main streets in several areas of the county. 
in Santa Clara County. The addition of the 
Bear Creek Road interchange over Highway 
17 in the late 1990s has increased use of 
Highway 9 by commuters from the San 
Lorenzo Valley. This state route is often hit 
by severe storms, and has been the site of 

extensive Caltrans work to repair damaged 
portions of the roadway. In addition, 
drainage, turn pockets and wider shoulders 
have been added in certain locations to 
increase the operational safety of the route.  
 
Highways 129 and 152 double as main 
streets through the City of Watsonville, 
connect South County to Highway 101 in 
Santa Clara and San Benito Counties, and 
are heavily used for goods movement. 
Several safety projects have been 
implemented along more rural sections of 
Highways 129 and 152 in recent years. In 
2008/09 Highway 152/Main Street 
underwent major repairs. At the request of 
the California Highway Patrol, Highway 129 
was recently designated as a safety corridor 
by the Office of Traffic Safety and the CHP 
received a grant to improve safety along 
this route. An increased number of severe 
collisions including fatalities on this route 
precipitated this grant request. CHP plans to 
convene a group of stakeholders to discuss 
potential improvements on this route in 
2010.  
 
In areas where state highways double as 
main streets, local jurisdictions occasionally 
take on responsibility for the roadway or 
ask that state highways be rerouted. Due to 
design constraints for Caltrans roadways, 
the City of Watsonville has requested that 
Caltrans study the possibility of rerouting 
one or both of these highways away from 
downtown. Caltrans has not yet been able 
to conduct this study due to budget 
constraints.  
 

LOCAL CITY AND COUNTY STREET 

NETWORKS 

 
Local Street & Roads – Lifelines for the 
Community 
 
Local streets and roads -- including the 
curbs and gutters, sidewalks, access ramps, 
bicycle paths, stop signs and traffic signals -
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- are a critical component of the region’s 
transportation system. The majority of 
travel, whether by car, bicycle, bus or foot, 
is done on local streets and roads.   
 
Figure 13 provides average daily traffic 
volumes for automobiles on several local 
roadways. Detailed information about 
average daily traffic counts on additional 
roadways throughout the county can be 
found in Appendix J. 
 
Maintaining Our Existing Road 
Network  
As documented in the California Statewide 
Local Streets and Roads Needs Assessment 
(2009), pavement and essential 
components (such as storm drains, gutters, 
and street lights) maintained by local 
jurisdictions are in dire condition. Statewide 
an additional $71 billion dollar investment is 
needed just to maintain current street 
conditions. Locally, $25 million per year is 
needed to operate and maintain the existing  
 
local street and road network. The 
Pavement Condition Index (PCI), which 
ranks roadway pavement conditions on a 
scale of zero (failed) to 100 (excellent), 
gives the statewide average for local streets 
and roads a 68, an “at risk” rating. The 
average in Santa Cruz County is significantly 
lower with an average PCI of 52 in the 
unincorporated areas. If significant 
additional funding is not made available to 
maintain the existing roadways, the 
condition is projected to deteriorate 
exponentially.  
 
Maintenance of rural roadways can be 
particularly challenging due to their remote 
location, susceptibility to storm damage, 
and low traffic volumes relative to 
maintenance. Repair costs escalate 
significantly as the magnitude of road 
rehabilitation required increases. The effects 
of heavy winter storms, as well as the lack 
of adequate funding in recent years, have 
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contributed to a backlog of road 
maintenance needs in Santa Cruz County 
that totals over $300 million.  
 
While the Regional Transportation 
Commission was successful in securing 
nearly $10 million in federal American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) 
funds for local jurisdiction projects in 2009 
to address some of the backlog of 
maintenance needs, these one time influxes 
of funding are insufficient. A regular, 
ongoing source of additional road 
maintenance funds is clearly needed. 
 
Maintaining the Local Road System  
 
The 2010 RTP’s Investment Program 
includes improvement projects for many 
local streets and roads which serve not only 
automobiles, but also bicycle, pedestrian 
and transit uses. Over the last five years, 
the RTC has provided approximately $30 

million for roadway repairs throughout the 
county. Still, it is not enough. Figure 14 
shows the disparity between available funds 
and funds needed. When these on-going 
needs are not met, the cost to repair our 
roadways grows exponentially. While much 
of the discussion about transportation 
focuses on increasing transit and highway 
capacity, these statistics make it clear that 
there is a critical need for more adequate 
funding to preserve and maintain existing 
facilities. Unfortunately, the ongoing state 
budget crisis has resulted in even less 
funding for local roads. 
 

TRANSPORTATION SAFETY 

 
Ensuring the safety of people using the 
transportation system is one of the highest 
priorities of the RTC and project sponsors. 
Santa Cruz County roadways present a 
number of safety challenges, from high 
speeds on windy and rural roadways such 

as Highway 236 
and Highway 17, to 
serving pedestrians, 
bicyclists and 
motorists in shared-
use corridors such 
as Highway 1 on 
Mission Street in 
Santa Cruz and 
Highway 152 in 
Watsonville. 
Solutions for road 
safety problems 
integrate the driver, 
the vehicle, the 
road, and 
environmental 
conditions. The 
award-winning Safe 
on 17 campaign, 
which includes 
public information, 
road improvements, 
and increased  
 

 

Local Jurisdictions’ Annual Transportation 
Maintenance Budgets versus Existing Needs 
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enforcement, has substantially decreased 
vehicle collisions on Highway 17.  As noted 
earlier, this program just celebrated its 10-
year anniversary highlighting decreased 
collision and fatality rates of the 
collaborative effort.  
 
Improving road conditions and design to 
meet the needs of bicyclists and 
pedestrians, in addition to motorists and 
commercial traffic, is also important to 
reduce the risk of injury. Nationwide, 
children and the elderly are at the highest 
risk for pedestrian traffic accidents. In Santa 
Cruz County, bicycling is especially popular 
and because of the high number of 
bicyclists, the county also sees 
approximately twice the state average in 
bicycle injuries. Simple changes, such as 
adding landscaped medians and traffic 
circles, can slow vehicles and make 
neighborhoods safer for pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  
 
The California and Federal Safe Routes to 
School Programs are important sources of 
funding for crosswalks, sidewalks, trails and 
traffic calming measures that enable 
children to safely walk and bike to school. 
As required by the 2005 
Safe, Accountable, 
Flexible, Efficient 
Transportation Equity Act: 
A Legacy for Users 
(SAFETEA-LU), Caltrans 
led the effort to develop 
California’s Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan 
(2006), or SHSP. The 
SHSP is a statewide, 
comprehensive, data-
driven plan that provides 
a coordinated framework 
for reducing fatalities and 
serious injuries on 
California’s public roads. 
It establishes statewide 
goals, objectives, and 

strategies to address the state’s safety 
needs. This RTP includes several projects 
and programs intended to reduce traffic 
collisions and the severity of injuries, 
including capital improvements, pedestrian 
and bicycle infrastructure improvements, 
and education programs, including 
Community Traffic Safety Coalition and CHP 
programs. 
 
The California Highway Patrol monitors 
collision rates on state highways and local 
roads. Figure 15 shows a comparison of 
collision data from 1998 to 2007. 
 

Improving Safety on Local Roadways 
 
Santa Cruz County residents increasingly 
object to a by-product of traffic congestion 
on highways and major arterials — 
speeding and higher traffic volumes on 
neighborhood streets. Throughout the 
county, motorists look for shortcuts on 
neighborhood streets to avoid traffic 
congestion. In many neighborhoods, 
residents have demanded speed bumps and 
other modifications. Hand-drawn signs 
asking motorists to slow down are 
frequently displayed on front lawns and 
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telephone poles along bypass routes. 
Residents in both rural and urban areas are 
concerned that cars are moving too fast 
through their community, creating hazards 
and thereby deterring pedestrian and 
bicycle use. 
 
Recognizing these issues, the 2010 RTP 
supports improvements to state highways 
to detour motorists “out of the 
neighborhoods,” together with traffic-
calming strategies to better manage traffic 
speeds on local streets, such as speed 
bumps/humps, round-abouts and restricted 
throughways. Local jurisdictions are also 
seeking solutions to the trend towards more 
aggressive driving. The City of Capitola 
completed a citywide traffic study to 
address residents’ concerns about speeding 
and spill over traffic on local roads in 2001. 
The study recommended that the city utilize 
a combination of increasing enforcement of 
traffic laws; educating the public about 
traffic laws and how to reduce their reliance 
on the automobile; and designing roads 
that encourage drivers to slow down using 
permanent and self enforcing elements such 
as bulb-outs and center divides. In 2003, 
the City of Santa Cruz and UCSC completed 
a comprehensive Master Transportation 
Study to identify a coordinated, mixed-
mode network of transportation 
improvements for local residents and 
students. 
 
INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION 

SYSTEMS 

 
As information technologies and advances 
in electronics continue to revolutionize all 
aspects of our modern-day world, from our 
homes and offices, to our schools and even 
our recreation, they are also being applied 
to our transportation network. These 
technologies include the latest in 
computers, electronics, communications and 
safety systems. Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS) can be applied to our vast 

transportation infrastructure of highways, 
streets, and bridges, as well as to a growing 
number of vehicles, including cars, buses, 
trucks, and trains. Recognized as having the 
ability to increase the efficiency and safety 
of the existing transportation system, ITS 
can provide the opportunity of system 
enhancement at significantly less cost than 
larger capital projects. 
 
In response to increased federal emphasis 
on ITS, the Central Coast ITS Strategic 
Deployment Plan was developed in 2000 
through a multi-agency partnership of 
Central Coast government agencies 
including the RTC. The Regional ITS 
Architecture was later developed to ensure 
that any intelligent transportation system 
element implemented in the Central Coast 
considered all possible links to other aspects 
of the transportation network, whether the 
connection between these elements were 
based in the data they required or the data 
that they dispersed.  

For example, information disseminated 
through a Changeable Message Sign is 
directly dependent on the roadway 
condition data collected by the California 
Highway Patrol, Caltrans or others. As such, 
Architecture ensures that investments 
maximize all existing technological 
resources and build on existing investments. 
This RTP is consistent with the Regional ITS 
Architecture to the maximum extent 
practicable.  
 
As the state-designated Service Authority 
for Freeway Emergencies (SAFE), the RTC 
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works with Caltrans, and the California 
Highway Patrol (CHP), to provide a motorist 
aid system for Santa Cruz County travelers. 
This jointly implemented system includes 
the call box program, the Freeway Service 
Patrol program and the Traffic Operation 
Systems (TOS) on Highways 1 and 17. 
The Traffic Operation System, an important 
component of the Santa Cruz County ITS 
system, is managed by Caltrans in 
cooperation with CHP, and consists of fixed 
and changeable message signs, a dynamic 
curve warning sign, closed circuit television 
cameras, and traffic detection devices.  
The system, which extends along Highway 
17 and Highway 1 south to 41st Avenue, is 
used to detect and verify traffic incidents 
and disseminate traffic information to 
motorists so they may adjust their travel 
plans accordingly. This system is critical to 
traffic flow, since single-incident disruptions, 
such as crashes or construction projects, 
are responsible for a good portion of all 
freeway traffic jams. Better information and 
communication can improve the county’s 
major commute thoroughfares in an 
economical way.  
 
The call box 
program consists 
of a network of 
124 solar-
powered cellular 
telephone call 
boxes along 
Highways 1, 9, 
17, 129, and 
152, that link 
motorists to an 
answering center 
allowing them to 
request 
assistance and 
report incidents.  
 
The Freeway Service Patrol program 
provides tow trucks that patrol Highway 1 
from State Park Drive to Highway 9 and 

Highway 17 between Scotts Valley and Los 
Gatos during morning and evening 
commute hours, and additional weekend 
hours along Highway 17. These tow trucks 
help maintain smooth traffic flow and 
reduce auto emissions by responding to 
reports of accidents, stalled autos, or debris 
in the road and quickly clearing the 
roadway. 
 
Technology can also provide enhanced 
opportunities for better trip planning. 
Traveler information systems provide 
comprehensive transportation information 
to travelers that can be accessed by a single 
phone number and accompanying website 
component. By making travel information 
easy to access, it is understood that people 
can make more informed choices about 
when to travel, what type of transportation 
to use, and what route to take. Typically, 
fully implemented regional 511 systems 
include a broad range of multi-modal 
information including detailed information 
about roadway conditions including traffic 
speeds, travel times, incidents and 
construction delays; transit schedules, 
delays, routes, fares and changes in 
service; assistance finding a carpool or 
vanpool; bicycle routes and safety 
information. This information can also be 
sent to a user’s cell phone. The RTC is 
currently evaluating the feasibility of 
implementing a 511 traveler information 
system in Santa Cruz County.  
 
The 2010 RTP includes funding for 
continued coordination with Caltrans and 
the CHP to operate and expand the existing 
Traffic Operations System, in addition to 
other technological improvements that can 
smooth traffic flow to, from, and within the 
county. 
 
SECURITY 
 
Transportation systems can play a critical 
role during emergencies as well as being a 
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target. As such, greater attention is being 
paid to the security of transportation 
systems. The Santa Cruz County Office of 
Emergency Services (OES) is the lead entity 
in the county charged with coordinating 
potential evacuations in the event of 
unexpected security incidents or natural 
disasters. Such coordination is needed to 
allow law enforcement and safety 
responses to occur in an expeditious 
manner, while at the same time still 
permitting the transportation system to 
handle the possibly overwhelming public 
response to the incident. 
 
Consistent with the California Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan and emergency relief 
and disaster preparedness plans, the 2010 
RTP includes several policies that support 
improvement to the security of Santa Cruz 
County’s transportation system. Specific 
projects improve communications between 
agencies and the public, streamline 
advisories to transportation system users 
(e.g. changeable message signs and 511 
system), increase surveillance and 
monitoring of the transportation system, 
and create back-up programs to keep 
electronic systems functioning if impacted.  
As occurred during the Loma Prieta 

Earthquake of 1989, the RTC serves as a 
centralized location of information on 
transportation system conditions that might 
be useful in an emergency. Additionally, the 
transit system can play an important role in 
assisting the public. 
 
COMMUTE PATTERNS 

 
Although commute or work trips only 
account for 14 percent of all trips (all 
modes), they can be the longest daily trips 
for many Santa Cruz County residents. 
According to the 2000 Census Journey to 
Work data, the average travel time to work 
for commuters in Santa Cruz County is 27.8 
minutes. Lengthy distances and congestion 
contribute to extended commute travel 
times. Approximately 19 percent of Santa 
Cruz County’s working residents commute 
to locations outside the county. For many 
reasons, including the chance to relax or be 
productive during long commutes, saving 
money, and concerns about the 
environment, 17 percent of commuters 
carpool or take transit to work. A 
comparison of the different forms of 
transportation Santa Cruz County residents 
use to get to work is shown in Figure 16. 
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Vehicle Occupancy 
 
According to annual vehicle occupancy 
counts for Highways 1 and 17, the number 
of people per vehicle has remained fairly 
constant over the last 15 years—an average 
of 1.2 persons per vehicle in the morning 
and 1.3 in the evening. Vehicle occupancy 
rates are slightly higher for Highway 17 
than Highway 1, due in part to the distance 
and difficulty of the commute, the 
popularity of the Highway 17 Express Bus, 
and the availability of incentives such as 
high-occupancy vehicle (HOV or diamond) 
lanes in the San Francisco Bay Area. Vehicle 
occupancy rates increase as more people 
ride the bus, carpool or otherwise rideshare, 
as was experienced when gas prices spiked 
in recent years.  
 
A significant rise in vehicle occupancy 
increases the efficiency of the existing 
transportation system, as well as affects the 
planning of road system improvements, 
thereby increasing cost savings, and 
reducing air pollution and congestion. Any 
significant increase in auto occupancy 
reduces the need for costly improvement to 
the road system by increasing the number 
of people who can travel on the existing 
system. 
 
TRANSPORTATION DEMAND 

MANAGEMENT 

 
With automobile occupancy averaging 1.2 – 
1.3 persons per vehicle, a sizable amount of 
additional transportation network capacity 
can be found in the unoccupied seats within 
each individual car. There are several 
organizations in Santa Cruz County which 
promote sustainable transportation. These 
organizations provide programs and 
services that support the use of alternatives 
to driving alone for employees and students 
including information about: carpooling and 
vanpooling, bicycling, walking, 
telecommuting, and transit.  

 
Through its Commute Solutions program, 
the RTC helps residents and visitors 
navigate and use the transportation system 
effectively. Commute consultants offer 
personalized trip planning for all 
transportation modes, help finding carpool 
and vanpool partners and support to 
employers with workplace-based commute 
programs. 
 
The non-profit Pajaro Valley Transportation 
Management Association (PVTMA) serves 
South County through a variety of 
educational and incentive programs aimed 
at reducing car trips, including its commuter 
club, bilingual outreach, “Just Hop on the 
Bus Gus”, and bicycle safety programs. 
Ecology Action, which absorbed the former 
Santa Cruz Area Transportation 
Management Association in 2005, offers 
workplace-based commute programs to its 
member employers. Ecology Action also 
coordinates a wide range of bike and 
pedestrian safety education, marketing and 
incentive programs including Bike to 
Work/School.  
 
A number of private companies offer 
specialized ridematching services such as 
RideSpring, ZimRide for UCSC students and 
Carpool to School for K-12 schools.  Private 
vanpool leasing and coordination is 
available through VPSI and Enterprise 
Rideshare. First Transit and Early Bird 
Airport Shuttle offer chartered bus and 
shuttle services. Car-sharing through Zipcar 
provides members access to vehicles 
without car ownership. 
 
Telecommuting 
 
Technological advances including notebook 
computers, remote connectivity, wireless 
networks, cell phones and other mobile 
devices have made it possible for individuals 
to work in locations other than traditional 
worksites. The 2000 Census estimated that 
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about five and half percent of employees 
residing in Santa Cruz County work at 
home, either part or all of the time.  
 
Ridesharing 
 
Included in the Investment Program of the 
2010 RTP are projects which aim to carry 
more people on the existing transportation 
network by promoting alternatives to driving 
alone such as the instant online 
ridematching system that enables 
commuters to search for and contact other 
carpool or vanpool participants on the 
web twenty-four hours a day. 
Carpooling saves money, conserves 
resources, reduces traffic and 
greenhouse gas emissions and is a 
flexible way for commuters to share 
the ride. Vanpooling is convenient for 
commuters who travel long distances 
and have a consistent schedule. 
Commuter surveys show that 
vanpooling has the highest retention 
rate of all modes shifted from a 
single-occupant vehicle to an 
alternative mode of travel. The County 
of Santa Cruz, City of Santa Cruz, and 
UCSC sponsor employee vanpools. 
 
Emergency Ride Home 
 
RideSurance, an Emergency Ride 
Home program funded through the 
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution 
Control District and annual participant 
fees, is available to all Santa Cruz 
County commuters who use 
alternative transportation. Sponsored 
by the RTC and implemented by 
Ecology Action, RideSurance provides 
commuters who carpool, vanpool, 
bike, walk, or ride a bus with a low-
cost insurance policy that provides 
back-up transportation in emergency 
situations, a concern that frequently 
deters people from using 
transportation alternatives. When an 

emergency arises -- such as illness, 
unexpected overtime, or a carpool or 
vanpool driver leaving early -- RideSurance 
provides commuters using alternative 
transportation with an immediate, free 
taxicab or rental car ride home. 
 
These and other transportation demand 
management programs aim to reduce traffic 
congestion through the promotion of 
sustainable transportation modes and the 
provision of related services. 
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Park and Ride Lots 
 
There are five Park and Ride lots located 
throughout the county and one near the 
Summit on Highway 17 (see Figure 17) 
that provide convenient places for people to 
connect with carpools, vanpools and buses 
and leave their vehicles while they are at 
work or school.  
 
Walking/Bicycling 
 
The 2008 American Community Survey (3-
year estimate) indicates that 3.3 percent of 
Santa Cruz County residents bicycle to work 
whereas 3.9 percent walked. The disparity 
between the City of Santa Cruz and the City 
of Watsonville residents is significant 
however with 9.3 percent of City of Santa 
Cruz residents bicycling to work and 6.8 
percent walking as opposed to 1.3 percent 
of City of Watsonville bicycling to work and 
3.7 percent walking to work. Clearly, 
county-wide efforts and RTC investments to 
close this gap will be critical in coming 
years.  
 
BUS TRANSIT 

 
The Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District 
(or Metro) provides essential bus transit 
services for all local residents, including 
students, Highway 17 commuters, transit-
dependent and choice riders. The county’s 
network of local and express bus routes 
include transit centers in Felton, Scotts 
Valley, Santa Cruz, Capitola and 
Watsonville. Door-to-door shuttle service is 
available for those who are functionally 
unable to ride fixed-route buses due to 
physical, cognitive and psychiatric 
limitations and who live or are traveling to 
areas within the service area defined as the 
three quarter mile around any fixed route. 
This paratransit service, called ParaCruz, is 
required by the Federal American with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) and is operated 
directly by Metro and to a lesser degree by 

private sub-contractors (see following 
section on Specialized Transportation). Trip 
planning is available through Google Transit 
and Metro’s Customer Service Department. 
  
According to the Census Journey to Work 
data, residents of Santa Cruz County make 
approximately 3.3 percent of commute trips 
by transit.  
 
During an average school-term weekday, 
Metro provides approximately 2,600 rides 
per day on 8 inter-city routes which service 
the primary trunk lines on arterial roads to 
link transit centers or significant activity 
centers, 14,800 rides per day on  24 local 
feeder routes that connect residential areas 
or major trip generators such as UCSC with 
transit centers, over 420 rides per day on 6 
rural routes that provide service outside 
urban boundaries, as required by the FTA 
5311 Rural Assistance Program, and one 
regional route on Highway 17 for travel 
beyond Santa Cruz County.  
 
The Highway 17 Express Bus, in operation 
since the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake 
forced temporary closure of Highway 17, 
transported approximately 315,000 people 
in FY 08/09 between Santa Cruz County and 
downtown San Jose. Since 2004, the 
Highway 17 Express Bus also serves as the 
Amtrak Connector Bus. The Highway 17 
Express Bus includes weekend service, and 
serves the Metro Station on Pacific Avenue 
in Santa Cruz and Park and Ride lots at the 
Highway 1/Soquel Avenue exit, the Highway 
17/Pasatiempo exit, downtown Scotts 
Valley, the train station, businesses, and 
San Jose State University in downtown San 
Jose. Service to San Francisco, the 
Peninsula, East Bay, and Sacramento 
destinations can be made via CalTrain and 
Amtrak trains from the Highway 17 Express 
Bus stop in San Jose.  
 
Transit to Monterey County is provided at 
the Watsonville Transit Center via 
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connections with Monterey-Salinas Transit. 
Greyhound provides service from Santa 
Cruz to surrounding regions.  
 
Metro’s total ridership on fixed route service 
for Fiscal Year 2008-09 was 5,987,518. 
Metro’s annual expenses for providing these 
transit services, including ParaCruz, are 
approximately $37 million. Rising gasoline 
prices, traffic congestion, and job market 
uncertainty have contributed to a 7 percent 
increase in ridership since Fiscal Year 04/05.   
 
The Santa Cruz Metro has played a very 
active role in 
providing service to 
the growing student 
population at the 
University of 
California Santa Cruz. 
Currently, Metro 
provides over 10,200 
rides daily to and 
within the UCSC 
campus. Transit 
demand is expected 
to increase as 
enrollment increases.  
 
Several factors typically influence the 
attractiveness of transit. These include in-
vehicle travel time, wait time, walk time and 
distance, park and ride lot availability, 
perception of safety, fares, and transfers 
(number and time to transfer).  As 
highways and local roads become more 
crowded, new development is focused 
within urbanized areas and more pedestrian 
facilities are constructed, the demand for 
bus service is expected to continue to grow. 
To accommodate this expected demand, 
Metro is continually working to maintain bus 
service and improve efficiency. While the 
RTC consistently provides some funding to 
local transit projects, the state has 
repeatedly suspended funding to transit 
agencies statewide. Although the Metro 
secured a dedicated half-cent sales tax for 

local transit in the 1970s, significant drops 
in both local and state sales tax revenues 
have left transit agencies statewide 
struggling to maintain existing, let alone 
enhance, transit service.   
 
The 2010 RTP shows that approximately $1 
billion, about 40 percent of federal, state, 
and local transportation funds that come to 
into the county, are dedicated to transit 
projects. The RTP forecasts that 1.14 billion 
could be available for transit, including 
paratransit, through 2035. However, with 
drops in sales tax revenues and diversion of 

public transit 
funds to the State 
General Fund, 
there is insufficient 
funding to 
maintain existing 
transit service. In 
order to increase 
transit service to 
levels needed to 
meet projected 
population growth, 
greenhouse gas 
emission reduction 

goals, and significantly increase the 
percentage of people using transit, bus 
service would need to be increased by 25 
percent, at an additional annual cost of 
approximately $11 million.  
 
Consolidated Transit Facilities Support 

Expanded Public Transportation 

Systems 
 
In recent years, Metro has been working 
closely on upgrading its transit operations 
facilities in an effort to reduce operating 
costs, improve efficiency, and allow for 
future expansion of the transit system. The 
ongoing MetroBase project is consolidating 
seven operations and maintenance facilities 
previously spread throughout the county. 
Metro is now building the project at sites 
clustered in the Harvey West Industrial Park 
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area, in Santa Cruz near the Highway 1 and 
Highway 1 intersection. The first phase of 
the MetroBase project serves approximately 
100 buses and was constructed in phases 
between 2005 and 2009. 
 
The second key issue facing Metro involves 
air quality.  The California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) required all transit systems in 
the state to select a clean diesel or 
alternate (compressed natural gas or CNG) 
fuel option in 2001.  In accordance with 
CARB rules, once a particular fuel type is 
selected, a given transit agency must 
purchase only buses of that fuel type and 
cannot reverse their decision for 15 years. 
Metro has built a CNG fuel servicing facility 
and has been converting buses that 
previously operated on diesel fuel to 
compressed natural gas (CNG). Metro is 
seeking special funding from federal 
stimulus and air quality programs in order 
to build a second CNG tank and complete 
the conversion of its fleet to CNG. Metro 
currently operates 63 buses on CNG.  
  
Short Range Transit Plan  
 
In 2009, SCMTD completed a Short Range 
Transit Plan. The study analyzed a trunk 
and feeder, rather than the current hub and 
spoke type of operation.  The study found 
that, although there were benefits of the 
trunk and feeder model, the current 
economic climate prohibits pursuing a new 
operation model.  
 
SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION  

 
Many individuals over the age of 70 and/or 
those with a physical or mental disability 
have difficulty using the predominant 
transportation modes without special 
assistance. Although not all of this 
population group relies on specialized 
transportation, a significant portion has 
specialized mobility needs. Because seniors 
are living longer due, in part, to advances in 

the medical field, and because the local 
impact of the expected increase in seniors 
due to aging baby boomers is unknown, 
meeting these individuals’ specialized 
mobility needs could place ever-greater 
demands on public transportation systems.  
The demand greatly exceeds the available 
funds due to the high cost per ride of 
providing specialized transportation.  Given 
this era of scarce resources, rides must be 
preserved for those truly in need. 
 
Currently there are two main providers of 
specialized transportation services: 
 
Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District 
(Metro)—Operates ParaCruz, the American 
with Disabilities Act- mandated paratransit 
service. This service is specifically designed 
for people who are functionally unable to 
use fixed bus transit due to physical, 
cognitive or psychiatric limitations and who 
live or are traveling to areas within the 
service area defined by a three-quarter mile 
area around any fixed route. In 2004, 
operation of the ParaCruz service was 
transferred in-house to Metro after roughly 
a decade of operation under contract to a 
private non-profit agency. 
 
In addition to ParaCruz, Metro provides 
discount bus passes to seniors and disabled 
persons on fixed route bus transit. Metro 
also provides free mobility training, helping 
people learn how to ride the fixed route 
buses. 
 
Lift Line—Provides door-to-door specialized 
transportation services and contracts with 
taxi operators. Lift Line provides 
transportation services to destinations such 
as the Stroke Center, Senior Dining Centers, 
adult day care and medical facilities.  Many 
of the rides provided by Lift Line are to 
individuals who are unable to use ParaCruz 
due to their origin/destination outside the 
service area or the cost of the service. 
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Other Providers-- Although Lift Line and 
Metro are the two primary providers of 
specialized transportation services in the 
county, other service providers exist. Non-
profit or private for-profit entities, such as 
the Volunteer Center, Veterans Services, 
local taxi companies, and First Transit 
operate specialized transportation services. 
Each particular service program fills a 
unique niche for, or offers discounted 
services to, seniors and people with 
disabilities. 

 
To assist community members in navigating 
the available services based on eligibility 
requirements, service area, and cost, the 
RTC produces a comprehensive Guide to 
Specialized Transportation Services that is 
free to community members or can be 
found on the RTC’s website.  
 
The 2010 RTP includes programs to 
continue the existing specialized 
transportation programs for seniors and 
people with disabilities, and plans to meet 
the projected increasing needs of senior 
populations. 
 
Unmet Needs for Seniors and People 

with Disabilities 
 
The RTC regularly conducts an “unmet 
needs” process to solicit ideas from the 
community about transit and paratransit 
needs for seniors and people with 
disabilities. Additionally the RTC participates 

in development of and ensures the RTP is 
coordinated and consist with the Monterey 
Bay Region Coordinated Public Transit-
Human Services Transportation Plan (as 
required by SAFETEA-LU, 23 CFR 
450.306(g)). The plan and Unmet Needs 
List process include input from local 
transportation providers, community 
organizations and human service advocates, 
as well as members of the public to identify 
the existing gaps and needs in human 
service transportation. The plan 
incorporates these needs and presents 
innovative implementation strategies for 
closing the gaps and improving the 
management of mobility services.  
 
The highest priorities identified for Santa 
Cruz County through the Unmet Needs List 
process and the Human Services Plan 
include an overall need for more projects 
and programs that serve individuals with 
disabilities and the elderly. More funding for 
safety improvements in transport for 
seniors, low-income/welfare recipients, and 
residents with disabilities, including 
improvements in travel paths and bus 
facilities are also identified as a high 
priority. Medium priorities concentrate on 
specialized services, such as audio-visual 
surveillance systems, multi-ride discount 
cards, and Braille inscriptions for bus 
transport. Lower priorities include improving 
the Consolidated Transportation Services 
Agency office and expanding transit options 
between Monterey, Santa Cruz, San Benito, 
and Santa Clara counties.  
 
In addition there is a need for new public 
transportation services beyond those 
required by the Americans with Disabilities 
Act that would assist individuals with 
disabilities to access transportation services. 
The Unmet Needs List process and 
discussion with service providers also 
identified a number of needs for 
transportation services to and from training, 
employment and childcare services for low 
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income individuals. 
 
The Coordinated Public Transit - Human 
Service Plan, which is a required element of 
the Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
prepared by AMBAG, is available online at 
www.ambag.org. 
 

BICYCLE NETWORK AND PROGRAMS 

 
Approximately 40 percent of all US urban 
trips are two miles or less; perfect bicycling 
or walking distance. Santa Cruz County has 
an extensive network of bike lanes and 
paths for commuters and recreational 
riders. The area has an active bicycling 
community which supports and promotes 
the provision of dedicated bicycle facilities 
on most arterials and collector 
routes. Currently, Santa Cruz 
County boasts 215 miles of 
bikeways, 190 of them (bi-
directional) bike lanes, and 25 of 
those are separated paths 
(centerline miles).  In addition, 
there are many bicycle and 
pedestrian safety education and 
promotion programs, a number of 
them funded by the RTC.  
 
Most local jurisdictions have a bicycle plan 
to guide implementation of local policies 
and funding that supports bikeway 
development, maintenance, and support 
facilities. Bicycle projects specifically 
identified to bridge regional gaps, and 
bicycle network improvement projects, are 
included in the 2010 RTP and constitute five 
percent of the constrained project list 
through 2035. 
 
Several projects that benefit bicyclists were 
recently constructed. These include a new 
bike/pedestrian bridge over the San Lorenzo 
River adjacent to Hwy 1, a two way bike 
lane on Beach Street, Soquel Avenue bike 
lanes, and several segments of the 
Watsonville wetland trails.  

 
Several additional bicycle projects are under 
development that will fill critical links in the 
bicycle network. These include the 
Broadway/Brommer bicycle and pedestrian 
path through Arana Gulch, Calabasas Road 
bicycle lanes and sidewalks, 38th Avenue 
bicycle lanes in Capitola, and a county-wide 
Bicycle Route signage and way-finding 
program, among others. 
 
Events held to encourage and promote safe 
bicycle use include biannual Bike to 
Work/School promotions; ongoing bicycle 
safety classes for elementary school and 
pre-school children; and bicycle/pedestrian 
safety outreach and education provided 
respectively by Ecology Action and the 

County Health Services Agency’s 
Community Traffic Safety Coalition. 
The CTSC also operates a “Bicycle 
Traffic School” where bicyclists who 
received a moving violation citation 
have the one time option of 
attending a bicycle safety class in 
lieu of paying the fine. Major 
funding for these programs is 
provided by the RTC. Additionally, 
a South County Bicycle/Pedestrian 
Work Group was formed by the 

Community Traffic Safety Coalition and 
funded by the RTC to better address bicycle 
and pedestrian safety in the City of 
Watsonville and surrounding areas. Another 
program of Ecology Action is Bike Smart! 
The program encourages youths to bicycle 
for fun, transportation and health through 
hands-on bicycle education at local schools 
such as bicycle skills "rodeos" (obstacle 
courses). Youth of all ages learn essential 
bicycling knowledge and skills, such as 
helmet fit, traffic laws, being visible and 
riding predictably. 
 
Programs that encourage and support 
bicycle transportation include the Bicycle 
Hazard Report program, coordinated by the 
RTC, which distributes reporting forms 
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through a number of outlets to cyclists so 
they can report maintenance needs on 
county roads and bikeways. The program 
helps the public works department of local 
jurisdictions identify improvements needed 
to reduce bicycle hazards. The RTC’s Bike 
Secure Program, funded by a grant from 
the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution 
Control District, offers subsidies to retailers, 
employers, and government agencies to 
install bicycle racks. To date, this program 
has provided approximately 2,100 new 
bicycle parking facilities throughout the 
County to high usage areas such as colleges 
and universities, shopping and commercial 
districts, post offices, libraries, schools, and 
employment centers. This program 
eliminates a major barrier to bicycle 
transportation as it ensures security and 
enhances visibility of bicycling as a 
transportation option. 
 
The Folding Bikes in Buses Program, 
administered by Ecology Action, a local non-
profit organization, has been particularly 
popular among county residents. The 
program combines a subsidy for the 
purchase of a folding bike, discounted bus 
passes, and safety education to encourage 
extending the range of bike commute trips 
through the use of transit. UCSC’s Bike 
Trailer program also draws in new bicycle 
commuters by eliminating the climb up the 
hill to campus. Cyclists can ride to pickup 
points, load their bicycles on the trailer, and 
ride the shuttle van up the hill to campus. 
 
The Community Traffic Safety Coalition 
conducts an annual Bicycle Safety 
Observation Study to learn about trends in 
bicyclists’ behaviors and inform the 
selection of relevant outreach programs. 
The 2009 study collected data at 41 
locations throughout Santa Cruz County of 
which 25 sites were located in North County 
and 16 were located in South County. The 
study examined trends in bicycle helmet 
wearing, stopping at stop signs and lights 

and riding on the sidewalk.  
 
PEDESTRIAN TRANSPORTATION   

 
Pedestrian travel is a vital part of the 
economic and social life of the area, and 
pedestrian amenities — such as wide 
sidewalks, crosswalks, curb cuts, 
landscaping, and benches — are seen as 
beneficial additions which make 
communities friendly and livable. Walking is 
used as a transportation mode in and of 
itself, and in combination with most other 
transportation modes. For example, most 
transit riders walk to their origin and/or 
destination bus stops, and for this reason, 
pedestrian-oriented developments — such 
as mixed-use housing and retail or office 
buildings — support pedestrian and public 
transportation investments.  
 
Local jurisdictions are constantly working 
towards achieving an effective pedestrian 
network by constructing sidewalks and curb 
cuts in conjunction with new and 
redeveloped streets, considering pedestrian 
access in new designs, filling gaps, and 
working closely with the public to identify 
where existing pedestrian facilities need 
attention. In some areas, local jurisdictions 
are implementing projects to slow vehicular 
and traffic and create more attractive 

pedestrian 
facilities. Of 
the 2010 RTP 
projects that 
could be 
funded over 
the next 
twenty-five 
years 
(constrained), 
pedestrian 
improvements 
aimed at 
improving 
safety and 
filling missing 
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links in the pedestrian network make up 5 
percent of project costs. Despite a more 
recent focus on the community and 
personal benefits of pedestrian travel, 
extensive gaps in the pedestrian network 
still exist. Additionally, property owners, not 
the cities and county, are responsible for 
maintaining sidewalks in front of their 
properties and are often unaware or slow to 
make needed repairs. 
 
The RTC’s Elderly & Disabled Transportation 
Advisory Committee formed a Pedestrian 
Safety Work Group to work on improving 
the accessibility of the pedestrian network.  
The Work Group’s goal is to “ensure safe 
and accessible pedestrian travel and access 
throughout the county for the benefit of all 
residents.”   RTC staff successfully secured 
a Caltrans Environmental Justice/Context 
Sensitive Planning grant to assess 
pedestrian facilities around priority origin 
and destination locations, and assist in the 
identification/implementation of 
improvements to encourage greater transit 
use and ensure safe/accessible pedestrian 
travel throughout the region.  Also included 
in the Work Group tasks is a program to 
encourage private property owners to 
maintain the condition of sidewalks adjacent 
to their property, as required by California 
law. 
 
In 2009, the Community Traffic Safety 
Coalition completed a “walkability” survey to 
assess pedestrian and driver activities at 
various high traffic pedestrian crossings in 
the county. Over 1,700 pedestrians were 
observed and indicated that there is a need 
for changes in both pedestrian and motorist 
behavior. With 30 percent of Watsonville 
pedestrians failing to use caution when 
crossing and 25 percent of pedestrians 
having to wait for one or more motorists to 
yield, work is needed to increase traffic 
safety education/awareness for bicyclists, 
pedestrians and motorists, as well as 
implement traffic calming measures. 

Additional facilities and infrastructure 
development are needed to improve bicycle 
and pedestrian safety.  
 
Due to safety concerns and urban sprawl, 
parents throughout the state are driving 
their children to school in ever greater 
numbers. According to the Surface 
Transportation Policy Project, two-thirds of 
the country’s children walked or biked to 
school 30 years ago; now, less than 10 
percent do so. This phenomenon has led to 
a sharp increase in short-distance trips 
made by car, evidenced by the traffic 
surrounding elementary and secondary 
schools at the beginning and end of the 
school day. By some estimates, 20 to 25 
percent of rush-hour traffic on local roads 
and streets can be attributed to school 
commutes.  Travel to the University of 
California and community college campuses 
also impact peak period traffic. 
 
The 2010 RTP supports the continuation of 
the Community Traffic Safety Coalition’s 
pedestrian and school safety programs.  
The Safe Routes to School Program brings 
together parents and traffic engineers at 
individual school sites to develop 
infrastructure and traffic flow 
improvements, and recommend routes for 
walking and biking. In recent years, this 
program has developed maps indicating 
safe routes to school for several local 
elementary schools. The 2010 RTP also 
draws upon state and federal Safe Routes 
to Schools Program funds to build new 
sidewalks and bike connections that 
facilitate walking or biking to schools. 
 
Recent study results indicate that instances 
of obesity are at an all time high throughout 
the nation as well as in Santa Cruz County, 
and have directed attention to the benefits 
of walking and bicycling as a form of 
transportation, especially for short trips. 
The RTC worked in conjunction with the 
United Way’s Go for Health! program, a 
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Santa Cruz County collaborative group, to 
develop a strategic plan to locally address 
the link between walking, routine physical 
activity, and obesity in children. Increasing 
the number of children walking and biking 
to school regularly is one objective of the 
Go for Health! plan. One of the several 
ways the RTC supports this objective is 
through sponsorship if the bi-annual Bike-
to-Work/School day. The RTC goals and 
policies also support incorporating 
pedestrian and bike friendly designs into 
transportation projects. The RTC has 
established a bicycle and pedestrian hazards 
reporting system to document impediments 
to bicycle and pedestrian travel. Also, 
Jovenes SANOS, a Go for Health! project, is 
a youth advocacy group working with the 
Pajaro Valley Unified School District, local 
markets, and the City of Watsonville to 
promote healthy nutrition and physical 
activity in an area of the county where 
obesity is higher than the national average. 
The group also works with the RTC funded 
South County Bicycle/Pedestrian Safety 
Work Group mentioned earlier.  
 
TRAIL AND PATH NETWORK 

 
Several regional and local bicycle and 
pedestrian trail projects have been 

completed or are planned over the next 25 
years. These trails will serve both 
transportation and recreational purposes. 
Funding for these projects is included in the 
2010 RTP. 
 

Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail 

(MBSST) Network 
 
Analysis of alternative means of 
transportation for the Watsonville-Santa 
Cruz-UCSC corridor was included in the 
Major Transportation Investment Study 
conducted by the RTC in the 1990s.  A 
bicycle and pedestrian path was proposed 
adjacent to the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line 
to provide access between residential, 
commercial and recreational areas. This 
path, previously known as the Rail Trail or 
Coastal Rail Trail, has since been folded into 
the broader Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic 
Trail (MBSST) Network. Some sections of 
the MBSST Network may be constructed 
along the rail line. 
 
The MBSST Network is envisioned to be a 
network of multi-use recreation, interpretive 
and transportation pathway that will link 
existing and new bicycle and pedestrian 
paths around the Monterey Bay from 
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Lover’s Point in Monterey County to the San 
Mateo/Santa Cruz County line.  
 
A map of the MBSST Network Project Area 
is shown in Figure 18. Several segments of 
other trails listed in the 2010 RTP may be 
designated as portions of the MBSST 
Network. Sections of the MBSST Network 
may be designated as part of the California 
Coastal Trail (CCT), which will constitute a 
hiking trail that extends the entire length of 
the California coast. 
 
 
In addition to providing additional bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities, interpretive 
features will educate users of the trail about 
the natural and cultural resources of the 
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
and its environs.  
 
Monterey County has completed a MBSST 
Master Plan and the RTC will complete a 
Master Plan to identify and prioritize 
potential alignments, connectivity to coastal 
access locations or trails, appropriate 
construction and maintenance agencies as 
well as trail design features. Consistent with 
Government Code Section 65080.1, the 
master plan is being developed in 
coordination with several entities, including 
the State Coastal Conservancy and 
California Coastal Commission, especially for 
sections to be designated part of the 
California Coastal Trail. 
 
Through the efforts of Congressman Sam 
Farr, $4 Million has been secured through 
federal appropriations and earmarks. 
Another $2 Million has been committed 
from RTC-discretionary sources. Additional 
funding will be sought and a strong public 
outreach program will be established to 
develop and implement what promises to be 
an asset to the Santa Cruz County 
community for transportation, recreational, 
education, and tourism purposes.  
 

RAIL 

 
Freight and passenger rail service has 
existed in Santa Cruz County for the past 
130 years. As early as 1910, trolleys 
operated between Santa Cruz and Capitola, 
as well as to many other parts of the 
county. Freight rail service, once operated 
by Southern Pacific Railroad, then by Union 
Pacific, and now by Sierra Northern Railway, 
has historically brought fuel and supplies 
into the county and transported raw 
materials such as lumber, lime and concrete 
aggregate out of the county. As shown in 
Figure 19, there are currently three rail 
lines in or adjacent to Santa Cruz County: 
 
Santa Cruz Branch rail line—This branch rail 
line extends from Watsonville Junction in 
Pajaro north to Davenport and passes 
through much of the county’s urban area. 
For many years, freight deliveries to and 
from the CEMEX cement plant in Davenport 
occurred three times per week. As of 
January 2010, CEMEX plant operations have 
ceased due to the impacts of the economic 
downturn. This has reduced the number of 
freight rail cars moved on the rail line by 
about 90%. Freight rail service continues 
for the remaining shippers, most of which 
are in the Watsonville area, with two trips 
per week. 
 
The Santa Cruz Branch line has been the 
subject of a number of studies regarding its 
potential for passenger rail service. In 1996 
the potential viability of inter-city passenger 
rail service between Santa Cruz, Watsonville 
and “around the hill” to San Jose was 
analyzed. In 1999 the Major Transportation 
Investment Study, which examined three 
options for passenger rail on the Santa Cruz 
Branch line, was completed for the 
Watsonville- Santa Cruz-UCSC corridor. 
Earlier that year, the Around-the-Bay Rail 
Study looked at the feasibility of working 
with Monterey County to bring passenger 
rail from the San Jose/San Francisco Bay 
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Area to both counties, as well as to link the 
counties with a wharf-to-wharf type rail 
transit service.  
 
Acquisition of the Santa Cruz Branch rail line 
for future transportation uses and 
development of an adjacent 
bicycle/pedestrian path, where feasible, is 
included in the 2010 RTP’s Investment 

Program. This project was one of the 
selected outcomes for the Watsonville-Santa 
Cruz-UCSC corridor from the RTC’s 1999 
Major Transportation Investment Study. 
The RTC has been actively pursuing this 
acquisition and has reached agreement with 
Union Pacific on a price for the property. In 
addition, the RTC completed due diligence 
work necessary to complete the rail line 
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purchase including bridge, track and 
hazardous materials inspections, title 
reviews, appraisals, and lease 
investigations. In February 2010, the RTC 
decided to add to this project recreational 
rail service between Santa Cruz and 
Davenport. 
 
Felton Branch rail line—This line is owned 
and operated by the private Santa Cruz Big 
Trees & Pacific Railway Company and 
primarily provides summertime and holiday 
excursion recreational service between 
Felton and the Beach Boardwalk in Santa 
Cruz. The line is also occasionally used for 
freight. Additionally, a recreational narrow-
gauge railroad is operated within Roaring 
Camp in Felton. 
 
Coast Rail Route —The Coast Rail Route is 
the Union Pacific main coastal line 
extending from San Jose to San Diego. A 
stop for the proposed Amtrak Coast 
Daylight service is planned at the Pajaro 
Station, just over the county line at the 
Watsonville Junction. 
 
In addition, the Transportation Agency for 
Monterey County (TAMC) is investigating an 
extension of CalTrain and Capitol Corridor 
service to Salinas, as well as recreational 
service between San Francisco and the 
Monterey Peninsula. Both services would 
follow the coast route and include a stop in 
Pajaro. Development of the Pajaro Station is 
included on the constrained RTP project list 
for both Santa Cruz and Monterey Counties. 
 
Santa Cruz/Los Gatos —Prior to 1939, the 
Felton Branch extended over the hill 
connecting to Los Gatos and beyond. Since 
Highway 17 opened, much of the original 
rail right-of-way has been sold in pieces and 
is under private ownership, and some was 
incorporated into Highway 17. The majority 
of the line’s tunnels and bridges are now 
inoperable. The most recent study analyzing 
the potential for reviving the over-the-hill 

rail service to Los Gatos was completed in 
1995 and found that the costs were 
prohibitive relative to projected ridership. 
 
GOODS MOVEMENT 

 
Nearly all commodities sold in stores or 
used in local manufacturing in Santa Cruz 
County arrive on roads by truck. Similarly, 
most products that are produced in Santa 
Cruz County are shipped out by truck. The 
largest generators of such freight are 
quarries, lumber outlets and agricultural 
producers. The total annual crop production 
value for agricultural goods is over $370 
million, with berries being the top crop 
shipped from Santa Cruz County. (County 
Agricultural Commissioner, Santa Cruz 
County Crop Report, 2008). Prior to the 
economic recession of 2009, 355,000 tons 
of cement and coal were shipped by rail to 
and from the Cemex cement plant in 
Davenport each year. An additional 40,000 
tons of lumber and 50,000 tons of 
perishables were shipped by rail into and 
out of Santa Cruz County. The volume of 
shipments has been significantly affected by 
the economic recession and the extent of 
the impact is not known at this time. 
However, as the majority of goods shipped 
into and out of the county are carried by 
trucks, one of the key challenges for moving 
goods through the county is the same traffic 
congestion that other vehicles experience, 
especially during the summer when the 
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peak agricultural season coincides with the 
peak tourist season. 
 
According to AMBAG’s 1995 Regional 
Freight Study of the Salinas and Pajaro 
Valleys (Monterey and Santa Cruz 
Counties), other challenges for goods 
movement include poor logistics and 
communications, and inefficient shipping 
extensively used for agriculture. Also, an 
area forecast of future regional freight 
movement is needed to describe critical 
problem areas and opportunities and 
various alternative freight scenarios to 
address the identified critical problems and 
opportunities. AMBAG is leading a new 
commercial flows study which began in 
2009. The study covers the entire central 
coast of California and includes participation 
from all of the regional transportation 
planning agencies in the region. The study 
will provide information on existing and 
potential future freight that moves into, out 
of and through the region. In addition, it 
will provide information on infrastructure 
needs to accommodate anticipated future 
freight flows.  
 
With respect to logistics and 
communications, information on load 
availability at individual shipping locations is 
not well communicated to carriers and there 
is no system to coordinate shipping logistics 
among the various shippers. Since many 
outbound trips are partial loads (particularly 
in the fresh vegetable industry), many trips 
to multiple locations are needed. As a 
result, the area experiences high volumes of 
line-haul truck traffic on city streets, high 
costs of truck waiting down times, and 
conflicts with local residents over truck 
parking and traffic. 
 
With respect to a lack of service 
alternatives, most agriculture-related 
industries, especially those for fresh 
produce, ship by truck. Some shippers still 
use rail service on a regular basis, but 

oftentimes have to make connections in the 
inter-modal yards of the San Francisco Bay 
area, since rail service in Salinas and 
Watsonville has declined. Costs for shipping 
goods could be reduced if local inter-modal 
service were available on the Central Coast. 
 
Consequently, truck traffic contributes 
significantly to congestion during rush 
hours, especially on Highway 17 and in the 
City of Watsonville. Federal and state 
legislation specifically preserves unrestricted 
highway use unless alternate routes are 
available. However, the most critical 
concern is the limited access link between 
key shipping locations and Interstate 5 
(particularly along highways outside of 
Santa Cruz County). In addition to safety 
concerns about the increased mix of truck 
traffic, local commuter and tourist traffic, 
the limited access provided by local roads 
restricts the potential of the area as a major 
distribution hub. 
 
Highway projects that improve safety or 
reduce congestion, and thereby improve 
reliability and efficiency of the highway 
system -- such as the Highway 1 HOV Lane 
project, Highway 1/17 Merge lanes project, 
and safety projects on Highways 17, 129, 
and 152 -- are the most feasible option for 
improving goods movement through the 
region. 
 
Truck Traffic on Highway 17 
 
On Highway 17, truck traffic ranges from a 
low of one percent of overall traffic during 
the southbound evening commute to a high 
of eight and a half percent during the 
southbound morning hours.  
 
In the late 1990s, a 1.1 mile truck-climbing 
lane was considered for construction near 
the summit of Highway 17, but the costs 
and potential environmental impacts were 
deemed to cause more operational 
problems than it would solve. The 2010 RTP 
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includes continued work with Caltrans on 
other less costly and less intrusive 
operational improvements to improve safety 
and traffic movement on Highway 17. 
 
AVIATION 

 
The Watsonville Municipal Airport, 
developed in 1942, serves business and 
recreational users, and is the only public 
use airport in Santa Cruz County. The 
double-runway airport hosts approximately 
350 aircraft and 90,000 flight operations per 
year. According to the Watsonville Municipal 
Airport Master Plan completed in 2002, 
runway operations (landings and take offs) 
will increase to 144,500 by the year 2020, 
most of which will be general aviation.  In 
addition to use by private citizens and 
businesses, other uses for the airport 
include law enforcement (County Sheriff 
and California Highway Patrol), medical 
evacuation, fire suppression and flight 
instruction. 
 
The Regional Airports Economic Impact 
Study completed by AMBAG in 2003 showed 
that the Watsonville Airport had a total 
economic impact of over $650 million 
dollars annually for the region. Because of 
the airport’s location inside the Watsonville 
city limits, the integration of adjacent land 
uses with the airport will continue to be an 
issue of concern. It will be important to 
ensure that new developments near the 

airport do not diminish the safety, capacity 
and economic viability of the airport. 
 
The 2010 RTP includes improvements for 
the Watsonville Municipal Airport funded by 
the state’s aviation Capital Improvement 
Plan. 

 
There are also three private airstrips within 
the county, located in Bonny Doon, at the 
Monterey Bay Academy and Las Trancas/Big 
Creek (the latter two operate for private 
uses amounting to fewer than 10 trips per 
month). Large passenger airports serving 
the region are located in San Jose, Oakland 
and San Francisco; scheduled service is also 
available in Monterey. Civil aviation helipads 
maintained for helicopter use include those 
at Watsonville Community Hospital and 
Dominican Hospital.  There is also a help on 
Highway 17. 

 
  


